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The Auditor’s Perspective
From the perspective of an auditor, the rise of D&A does not
represent a fundamental shift in what we do. At its core, our
business has always been about the
analysis of data — auditors have been
What data and
collecting and analyzing data, and proanalytics
viding conclusions on it, since the beginmeans from
ning of our profession.
an auditor’s
While the concepts aren’t new, the
quantity of information new D&A tools
perspective,
are able to handle, and the speed with
the impacts
which they are able to do so, is unpreceit brings to
dented. The historical manual audit
the quality
moved at the speed of paper, with teams
and nature
performing procedures over a sample of
transactions, for example, to examine
of audit
how an entity recognized revenue by
procedures,
validating it against cash received using
and some key
bank records. This is a process that reconsiderations
quires a heavy manual effort by both
for financial
company staff and external auditors.
Going forward, the number of transacexecutives.
tions selected via sampling in the past
will be replaced by analyzing much larger ones – including up
to 100 percent of available transactions. By extracting data directly from a company’s financial systems and analyzing it
along with internal and external information, such as thirdparty bank feeds using D&A capabilities, auditors can determine which transactions are higher risk on a much wider
landscape of data, and do so in minutes or hours rather than
days or weeks. This helps auditors to gain more visibility
across complicated organizational structures and supports an
ability to identify outliers and anomalies more comprehensively so they can concentrate their efforts in the areas of
highest risk and reporting complexity.
Moving to this new paradigm is, in part, a response to the
demands of the marketplace and improvements in technology.
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Perhaps no business trend has generated quite as much buzz
as the rise of “big data.” While some elements of this technology are still over the horizon, the impact of data and analytics
(D&A) on the conduct of audits – and on the broader world of
financial reporting – is real, and it is happening now. As a financial executive, what do you need to understand about data
and analytics to ensure that you can differentiate the hype
from the substance?
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a company’s industry and operating environment, but can also
lead to insights such as determining potential stock-outs or disruptions in the business that could affect future cash flows, or
whether impairments and valuation concerns exist with various assets.

“May our lives but
swell thy fame...”

and business risks is a fundamental responsibility of audit committees and C-suite executives. External auditors play an essential role in identifying and understanding the impact of risk in
the audit, often leading to observations and findings useful to
management. For example, in auditing a consumer products
manufacturer with a complicated international supply chain,
auditors may use peer benchmarking and KPI assessment tools
to evaluate supplier performance, as well as potential supply issues related to critical parts used in a product’s assembly. In
addition to pinpointing where components of products are made,
D&A can help to identify risks resulting from the concentration
of suppliers in a particular region, as well as changes in supplier
payment patterns.
D&A technology can also link to external data sources that
inform auditors about possible areas of significant reputational
risk to an organization’s brand value, such as doing business in
countries with weak transparency index ratings. These types of
assessments not only strengthen an auditor’s understanding of
a company’s industry and operating environment, but can also
lead to insights such as determining potential stock-outs or disruptions in the business that could affect future cash flows, or
whether impairments and valuation concerns exist with various assets.
Audit Committee
With more responsibility falling to CFOs, the role of the audit
committee as the ultimate arbiter of audit quality is more important than ever. While audit committees cannot be expected
to understand D&A capabilities at the same level of detail as the
company’s IT and finance professionals, it is essential that they
understand the value proposition at work — both in terms of the
company’s own investments, as well as the D&A capabilities of
their external auditor. At the end of the day, the audit committee must have sufficient insight into the role of D&A in their
company’s financial reporting process and external audit to be
able to gauge its impact on audit quality while understanding
how technology is permanently transforming both the audit
and business operations in fundamental ways.
It is imperative that financial executives look past over-hyped
‘big data’ projects and realize the D&A-powered audit is here,
now, and is only going to become more prominent. Going forward, this will become the way audits will be conducted by virtually all major accounting firms, and it’s critical that audit
committees and executive management understand where the
process is heading, the broad benefits, the essential role that
technology will play, and how they can work with their internal
and external auditors to effectively prepare for the requirements of tomorrow’s financial reporting environment.
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It is imperative that financial executives look past over-hyped
‘big data’ projects and realize the D&A-powered audit is here,
now, and is only going to become more prominent. Going forward, this will become the way audits will be conducted by virtually all major accounting firms, and it’s critical that audit
committees and executive management understand where the
process is heading, the broad benefits, the essential role that
technology will play, and how they can work with their internal
and external auditors to effectively prepare for the requirements of tomorrow’s financial reporting environment.
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